
 

Meditation for Self Empowerment Reset 

 

Alright then, why do we want to do a Self Empowerment Reset?! 

How is everything going in your life?  

Where is your Health today? 

Are you happy and healthy with the state of your body, mind, and spirit? Do you want to get off your 

medications, lose weight, gain weight, lower your blood pressure, raise your blood pressure, lower 

your blood sugar, sleep more, have more energy, have more clarity of mind ,calm you nervous system 

or a stronger connection to your higher self? Are you able to quiet your mind? 

∞ MEDITATION CAN HELP 

Is you love life where you would desire it to be at this time? Are happy and feeling in love and loved 

by your partner? Are you happy single? Are you happy with your own company or do you need people 

around all the time? Do you find comfort in silence or do you require sound all the time? 

∞ MEDITATION CAN HELP 

Are you abundant? Do you feel wealthy? Would you like to have more money? Would you prefer to 

have more things, houses, vacation homes, cars, trips…? Would you give more money to your children 

if you had it? 

∞ MEDITATION CAN HELP 

Do you have enough letters after or before your name? Is there a course you would like to take? Are 

you still paying your student loans or other debt? Would you prefer to be Debt free?  

∞ MEDITION CAN HELP 

Do you feel as though you are never enough and therefore feel like you never HAVE enough? Is your 

life full of Anxiety coupled with depression? would you like less stress and more SUCCESS??  

∞ MEDITATION CAN HELP 

It is time to THRIVE and not simply survive!  

∞ MEDITATION CAN HELP 

Are you getting the idea here? There is a MESSAGE here! 

If you are wondering where you can find more confidence, feel more secure, allow more self-love and 

self worth to flow, healthy and strong boundaries so that you may flow through  your life vs struggle 

through it?  

 



A strong Aura (energy field around your body) is very desirable. Why you ask?  A strong Aura means 

you are healthy so to be healthier you need to strengthen your Aura! It’s a little like your energetic or 

etheric immune system. This helps us to create a magnetic field of energy around us to help make us 

more of an attractor, so we do not have to be such a doer! How does this work? The stronger the 

magnetic field around us the more of a MANGNET FOR THINGS and PEOPLE YOU WANT you become! 

While you still will be required to DO something you will have much better results and will not have to 

do it harder, longer, stronger… and money, jobs, people, things, the car you always wanted ,the 

perfect partner for your business, or you Love Partner .Basically more of the things you desire  will 

find their way to you easily and effortlessly! 

Ah but it is not enough to simply have a strong Aura alone! You will also require a strong and positive 

Mindset!  If it’s a Mindset Shift that you are after, then YES Meditation Can Help again! I am not 

talking about unicorns (don’t get me wrong I like unicorns a lot) but real-life situations! Let’s face it 

most of us could use all the help we can get with trying quiet our mind and focus to make healthy 

decisions.  Our mind also needs help in keeping our thoughts positive and stay away from the 

negative creepy crawlies stuck in the cobwebs of the darkness in our minds. 

Learning to meditate is more about repetition then anything else. You will need to set aside time for it 

every day. It is best to start with a short amount of time, you can do 3 minutes everyday instead of 10 

minutes occasionally. If you feel more comfortable with a longer time, then by all means do more but 

if you get fidgety then 3 minutes if good. You can sit or lay down; the choice is yours. You can do it in 

silence or with music. Breathwork is a great aid as it helps to keep your mind from straying into the 

Abyss of the endless lists of duties you have placed on your “to do list”. Your breathing can also help 

take you out of your Sympathetic nervous system and into your parasympathetic nervous system 

(that just means from you “DOING MIND“ into your “relaxing mind”). It will help shift you from being 

“on guard“ to a softer more trusting human being with great energy . After all, isn’t it more fun to be 

at your vacation home then at your actual home? Plus I am sure that the people around you will like 

you better, too. A positive mind goes a long way!! 

You will create a new and improved self and one that you will like more as well as others. The new 

patterns and new habits will help you create a new brain (so to speak). You will feel more balanced, 

more calm, more creative, and more grounded!  

Once upon a time for hippies high on weed and now for all of us, Meditation and it’s magical powers 

over us has been embraced by a variety of Leaders , politicians, business people and entertainers, 

moms, dads, grandmothers, grandfathers etc. Tony Robbins does it!  Gwyneth Paltrow does it! 

Richard Branson does it! Michael Jordan does it! Oprah has been doing it for years and numerous 

others are doing it every day!  

Meditation will equip you with the energy for an overall better an easier, more graceful life. It will 

escort you to more gratitude and forgiveness in your life. This then leads into more happiness which 

gives you access to your higher, more intelligent, and intuitive self! 

 

 

RESET YOUR mind AND reset YOUR life!! 

Learn to press delete on negative thinking and control your mind and do not let it control you. 

Meditate on how awesome you are! Meditate into a mirror and just say ‘I LOVE MYSELF” 21 TIMES! 



21 TIMES SETS A NEW HABIT! 

 

LET’S DO A MEDITATION!!!  

A VERY EASY BREEZY ONE FIRST. 

INHALE DEEPLY… EXHALE…       SEE THAT WAS EASY AND YOU DIDN’T HURT YOURSELF! 

Now do it again – INHALE TO A COUNT OF 6 … EXHALE TO A COUNT OF 6  

REPEAT THIS 15 TIMES and there is your 3-minute meditation. You can do this every day?! 

 

Repeat out loud I CAN AND I WILL!!!! 

That is my favorite Mantra!!! I use it for everything as it is simple and to the point!!! 

2nd Meditation will be just like that one only we will add a hold of 6 to the inhale and 6 count to the 

exhale. 

Inhale (to a count of 6) …hold the breath (to a count of 6) …exhale (to a count of 6) …Hold the exhale 

(to a count of 6). 

REPEAT THIS 15 TIMES and there is a 6-minute meditation!!! 

Are you feeling calm yet? 

 

WOW! YOU ARE AMAZING!!!!!!! 

 

3RD MEDITATION 

Sit up straight nice and tall and cross your legs (if you can) on the floor, a pillow, a mat, a carpet, even 

a magic carpet. 

Close your eyes. 

Cover your right nostril with your right hand ( or left if it’s more comfortable) tightly and inhale deeply 

… hold the breathe for 2 seconds and  let go of the right nostril and hold your finger on the left now 

and exhale slowly …hold the exhale for 2 seconds . 

REPEAT FOR 11 MINUTES WHILE ALTERNATING NOSTRILS THE WHOLE TIME! 

This meditation will help balance you especially in unsettled moments. 

 

I have meditated for well over 25,000 hours in my lifetime and I wouldn’t be doing it if I did not feel 

the benefits of it every day. IT IS WORTH IT! 

I was trained in KUNDALINI YOGA AND MEDITATION over 20 years ago and have been doing it 

everyday since then and before that in other classes. 



 

MEDITATION is a practice that has been around for thousands of years. Mick Jagger has said to have 

meditated with Monks. How amazing is that?! Mick is such a super cool guy not to mention 

extraordinarily successful! This is an amazing habit to form and will help you do and be better! 

 

START WITH COMMITING TO 3-5 MINUTES A DAY AND GROW FROM THERE. DO IT FOR 21 DAYS OR 

EVEN BETTER 41 DAYS. 

 

Life can get hard and messy at times ,losing a loved one to an illness or death ,a divorce ,a bankruptcy 

and closing a business down are 4 of the toughest events you may have to go through in life. 

 

MEDITATION WILL HELP. 

 

GO INTO IT WITH EASE AND GRACE, RELAX INTO IT. TRYING TO HARD WILL STRESS YOU OUT AND 

THAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE. 

 

BE HAPPY AND CALL IN MORE JOY INTO YOUR LIFE. CONSIDER THIS A SELF LOVE HABIT! 

 

THIS IS FOR YOU BECOUSE YOU LOVE YOURSELF! 

 

YOU WILL TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE. 

 

PEACE, LOVE AND HAPPINES TO YOU ALL! 

 

LOVE AND LIGHT 

MARIANNE 

XOXO 


